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2 of 2 review helpful Enjoyable Throughout By Janice I Koenig Just finished reading Loving a Cowboy and I must say 
if I thought the first book in this series was exciting this one is right up there too It amazes me how Lucy can always 
have the right answer and be the person who can get the right information and the right people to fix everyone s 
problems So many things were solved and overcome in this book I keep Lucy must make some difficult choices and 
her relationship and her home are on the line When she married her cowboy Cal and moved to Texas life should have 
been idyllic But their pasts threaten to drag them back to their former lives Will Lucy cut all ties to the people who 
bind her to that past or will she need those connections to save their ranch and possibly lose Cal in the process In this 
heartwarming sequel to Bring a Cowboy Home Lucy and Cal must rely o About the Author Gloria Doty is a Christian 
author freelance writer blogger and speaker She has written articles for many magazines and is a regular contributor to 
a quarterly devotional Her non fiction book Not Different Enough was published in 2014 and w 
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